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About This Game

Audica™ is a VR Rhythm Shooter from Harmonix, the makers of Rock Band™ and Dance Central™. Armed with a pair of
rhythm blasters, you shoot and smash targets to the beat of a soundtrack featuring songs from some of the world’s most popular
electronic artists. The better your timing, accuracy and form, the better your score. The better your score, the higher your place

on the Audica Leaderboards.

Audica is incredibly intuitive and immersive from the first time you play - use your blue and orange blasters to shoot color-
coded targets to the beat while in a breathtaking cosmic arena. On expert difficulty, Audica gameplay is intense and exacting. If

you want to claim a spot at the top of the leaderboards, you’ll need to practice until you and your blasters become one,
performing a tightly choreographed ballet of beat-blasting brilliance.
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Title: Audica
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Harmonix Music Systems, Inc
Publisher:
Harmonix Music Systems, Inc
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 or newer

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 960 4GB / AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

English
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I thought that Beat Saber was unbeatable as a VR game\/experience.... and then I tried AUDICA.
It's just an amazing game, super fun to play, challenging, great songs, lots of updates.
100% recommended.

. Playing this game feels like playing Beat Saber for the first time again.

This game is not a rip-opp of beat saber, not even close.
Very satisfying gameplay
Current favourite level is: The Space - James Egbert. I tried it, expecting beat sabre with guns. Sadly the game did not grab me, I
think its not for me. While the shooting aspect is kind of neat I never felt comfortable shooting in this game. The music
selection did not grab me either and the combination of not feeling great with shooting and not hearing great, inspiring music
kind of killed the experience for me. I guess that is the trouble with this type of games, you either like it or you dont.. It's the
first VR rhythm game where I absolutely hate the songs. Not the mechanics, not the graphics - the songs.

As someone on the forums put it "where is stuff that isn't robot farts and BZZZT BDRRRR" ?. In my opinion, much more
versatile than Beat Saber. Playing each song requires a larger portion of your peripheral vision (versus Beat Saber where you
only need to pay attention to the center). This makes each song more difficult, but dynamic and much more interesting. The
learning curve for this game is higher as well. If this game came out before Beat Saber, I feel like this game would have its own
merit, though unfortunately it's going to be compared with Beat Saber. Still, I like it more than Beat Saber!. I have way more fun
with this than I ever did with Beat Saber.
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Percy's Last Stand Trailer and Screenshots Posted:
Two trailers have been uploaded and several screenshots added.
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